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Summary 

The optical transition radiation emitted 
by electron irradiated aluminum,silver,gold- 
coated plates and self-supported metallic and 
mylar films has been investigated experimental 
ly using 45' incident electron beams with 
intensities from 100 pA up to 10 /cA,and ener- 
gies from 35 up to 72 MeV. Beam diagnostics 
(intensity,profile,centering,energy) were ma- 
de using an appropriate optical arrangment to- 
gether with a two-parallel foilsdevice in 
which the interference phenomena in transition 
radiati-on emitted at both interfaces was ex- 
ploited. 

The intensity of light integrated in a 
small aperture at the center of the i.nterfe- 
rence pattern presents a strong particle-ener- 
gy dependence(of the form,+ES)which was used 
i.n the optimization of the phase adjustment 
of the electron bunches in the linac at small 
current intensities.Moreover, study of the vi- 
sibility of fringes yields to an estimate of 
the transverse momentum spread of the elec- 
tron beam and to the r.m.s. angle of multiple 
scattering in a given material. 

Introductian 

It is now well established that,when a 
uniformly moving charged parti.cle crosses an 
interface separating two media with different 
optical properties,it emits the so-called 
transl.tlon radiation,a specific effect which 
was predicted more than 25 years ago by Frank 
and Ginzburgl after the discovery of the 
Cerenkov effect.Actually,this radiation can 
be considered as a (Cerenkov effect of the se- 
cond order and is produced,more generally, 
whenever a charged particle passes through an 
electrically inhomogenous medium2 . 

In recent years,thls effect was studied 
both theoretically and experimentallg,mainly 
in the X-ray region of the spectrum;the appli- 
cation to the detectton and identification of 
individual particles was the main goal of 
scientists concerned with nuclear physics, 
high ener,T physics ;.nstrumentation,cosmic 
rays or astrophysics. 

This paper reports results of measure- 
ments of the effect in the optical region of 
the spectrum for electron beams instead of 
Individual particles interacting wi.th matter 
and outlines the applicat'on of transition 
radiation to particle diagnostics. 
--------------------------------------------- 
This work was supported by the Commissariat 
& 1'Energie Atomique ':.E.N. Saclay (France). 

Theoretical background 

Single interface 

If a single particle of charge e 
malized energy Y crosses an interface ..--~ Lo L. . medium to rne vacuum,the intensity of 
transition radiation emitted into the 
(forward emission) in a frequency range du 
and a solid angle dnia given by 

d2 W 2 2 
e : --y---- . a (1) 

dtidfl u c ( (x2+ y-2) * 

and nor- 
from the 
the 
vacuum 

where a is the angle of emission with respect 
to the charge velocity. 

This simple formula was derived from the 
more general expression given by Garibyanj for 
the normal incidence and is only valid for 
ultra relativistic particles and in the case 
where the complex dielectric constant of the 
medium is such thatlEj >l. 

The radiation is of the dipole type and 
is consequently linearly polarized,the elec- 
tric vector lying in the plane containing the 
normal to the interface and the direction of 
emiaaion.The intensity maximum occurs in a 
direction making an angle CiM = y-' with rea- 
pect to the normal to the interface.It should 
be noted that ,under the above mentIoned con- 
ditions,the intensity of radiatfon given by 
equation (1) does not depend on the angle of 
incidence of the electron nor on the optical 
properties of the traversed medium. 

When the particle crosses the interface 
from the vacuum to the medium,the intensity 
of the transition radiatjon into the vacuum 

("backward"emission) is obtained by multiply- 
ing formula (1) by a Fresnel term F (?,a,w ) 
for reflection and corresponding to the actual 
angleyof incidence of the particle; a is now 
the angle of the emission with respect to the 
direction of specular reflection.This proper- 
ty can be understood using the pseudo-photon 
formalism (Williams-Ueizsgker method). 

Two parallel interfaces at a distance L 

Tn this case (fi,r?lre 1)the front face 
of the second foil plays the role of a mirror 
for the forward radiation produced by the 
first foil.The radiation field adds in phase 
with the backward radiation of the mirror 
since both are produced by the same traver- 
sing electron. 
The resulting interference pattern is centered 
around the direction of specular reflection. 
The phase difference between the two sources 
of radiation in any directton making an 
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angleo(wi.th the directi.on of specular reflec- 
tion is given by 

+ = AT 
2vL (l- p co8 a) 

where L is the length of the electron path 
between the foils and p the electron velocity 
expressed in units of c. 

-*I 

Figurel: Two parallel foils (Y = 45') 
metal - vacuum and vacuum - metal case. 

Formula (2) is eas!ly derived by conside- 
ring two sources local;zed on the foils and 
oscillat'ng with a phase difference related 
to the time of fl;ght of the electron from 
one fo'l to the other. 

In thi.s case,the intensity of transiti.on 
radiation is given by equat;on (3) . 

d',v!-4ee 
2 

dodA- TJ' - 
F~YI,a9~)(y~2~a2~Z s:nzrf$$j2+az( 

Owing to the h;gh direct'vity of radia- 
tion in the case of ultra relativistic elec- 
trons,the Fresnel term can be considered as o( 
independent. 

It should be noted that this interferen- 
ce phenomenon is analo{:ous to the interferen- 
ce phenomena obtafned :n pure optical expert- 
ments by the"division of amplqtude ' techni - 
que in a plane parallel plate ( transmi;s;on 
type interference).As ;t is well known, in 
ouch expcrimen:s,fr:ages localized at infin;- 
ty (also often called fringes of equal incli- 
nation) are observed even in the case of 
extended sources of radiPltion 4 ( in our case, 
the electron beam ;mp'nY$ng on the foils 
extends across the transverse d;rect:ons). 

The interference order is [given by 

? = -& (y -‘c a2 ) 

‘7he an ulnr radii of intewi ty maxima aM 
and minima a are m ;:iven by 

a M,m = (p-p)21’y 
I 0 

! 
15) 

L 

where p is an integer k for am and p =k +0.5 
for s. 

At the center of the pattern,the inter- 
ference order is generally fractional and ta- 
kes the form 

Experimental arrangement 

The experimental work was performed on 
the Saclay 80 MeV electron linac. 

The samples were prepared by vacuum depo- 
sition of aluminum,silver and gold on mylar 
foils 3.5pm thick. Thicknesses of the metal 
coati.ngs were esti.mated to be about 0.4 pm 
using a weighing procedure. 

These samples were stretched over a ring 
using a drumhead tightenj.ng principle. 

In the study of the properties of transi- 
tion radiation,thicker substrates ( quartz 
plate 0.4 mm thick) were used in place of the 
second traversed foil, in order to obtain 
better mirror properties. 

"Bulk " materials of different thicknes- 
ses were also used,i.e. aluminum foils from 
0.75PLm up to 15fim,silver foils from 0.5@ up 
to 3pm and gold foils of O.lpm thickness. 

The thinner foi.ls used,manufactured by 
GoodfellowMetals Limited,had a precision on 
thickness of 10 $ and a purity of 99.7 &. 
Unlike the backed foils ,they were glued on 
the ring holders.As these thin self-supported 
foils were always used in place of the first 
traversed foil givin: thus the forward radia- 
tion,the poor flatness obtained by this tech- 
nique was not considered as an important fai- 
lure. 
Moreover,unlike the backed foils ,these self- 
supported foils could be irradiated by high 
current densities without sufferrng any damage. 

The foils in which the 1( backward " 
radiation was produced were fastened to a ro- 
tating disc ( figure 2) an3 were positjoned in 
the path of the beam by rBmote control at an 
angle of lnci.dence y = 45 . 

P+:yre 2:Kotating disc supporting the foils. 
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In the irradiation chamber was plaged 
either one of these foils inclined at 45 to 
the beam direction or two parallel foils ha- 
ving the same inclination. 

The elements of the optical arrangement 
have been degcribed In some details in a pre- 
vious paper .We recall the principal features 
of this arrangement: 

a) A scannjng mirror is used in order to 
record the angular transiti on radiation pat- 
terns both in the incident plane of the samples 

2: 
ane containinr the electron trajectories 

the normal to the samples) and +n the pla- 
ne perpendicular to the latter.'I'his mirror and 
a multiturn potentiometer are driven by a 
stepping motor. 

b) Radiation emitted at a given angle u 
is formed by a lens into a ring of radius 
R=f tan CG,( f= 142cm is the focal distance of 

the 1ens)whatever the distance between the 
electron trajectory and the optical axis of 
the apparatus.A di.aphragm of radius R positio- 
ned in the focal plane of this lens permits 
the registration of photons emitted in a given 
angular interval ( 0- a,J. This arrangement is 
commonly used in gas Cerenkov counters and was 
set -up in reference 6. The angular distribu- 
tlon can be stud:ed either by the use of the 
scanning mirror ( the light selected by a dia- 

phragm being detected by a 56 JUVP phclomulti- 
plier),or by a direc t photographic re,is-tra- 
',+.cn S-2 tk f CCC:' .i pkJlf2 Of th? bl?C S.k r11j CTO- 
dcrx:~tcr~:~t~~r arm,lyuL., 7 . 

c) xle inu~! of :,he ~.rt~~:l~;':.Lt+d :ci.i. 3-r. 
:'oTInc?d r:i% 3. map? I'iC:!tion e L7m1_ to vmi;y i-fi 

1,. ,';'.?:I pl::iyit z; ?: . .'.-, yf,-i:~,-!-,:..1~ yy,~_i:y ,.;j.';:, 3, ';‘y 

c:%r.~~r;! 0:" 'Y, ;;l:r,t(/-c;.~:;>, 1-2,. 

,I)A -;y:>t+.n n: kvo- c!I'OY -?C :51j.t:; 1ocatPfi 
iii '; .i.S iliag: I ; ~a.r'~ .i A.7 ~Y!-~w 0.4 blltf -ye, * .3 :.;7* ;; 1 (j?l 
0-i t'r-? bEAIL PI'0 f-ii+. 

5) A ri?-f-.,?'ryl.", cross .lum!nated by a 
lamp is located in this image plane in order 
to achjeve the precise beam positioning. 

f) The selection of a given wavelength 
interval or the study of the transitton radia- 
tion spectrum was made usi.ng either interferen- 
ce filters or a Ebert-Fastie-25cm -monochroma- 
toI-, 

g) All the optical elements were positio- 
ned along the 1;ne of si.ght of the accel.erator 
using as a reference the l;ght emitted by the 
c.zthode of the electron ?vrl. 

Mean-intensities of the accelerated elec- 
tron beam were in the range 100 pA -lOpA. 

The enerigy of the beam could be varied 
from 35 up to 72 MeV. 

i'h.e Energy of the beam ~2s measured at the 
optimum RF phase adjustment by the deflect;ng 
magnet with a I$ resolution sli t,and the ener- 
gy variations were simply achieved by changi.ng 
the phase of the RF field in the last accelera 
tin,: section by means of a stepping motor. 

As it was pointed out in reference 8,this 
procedure avoids a number of problems inclu- 
ding magnet hysteresis.The instrumentation 
used in the measurement of the y-dependence of 
transition radiation is shown in figure 3.Thc 
fraction of transition radiation selected by 
the remotely controlled diaphragm is detected, 
after xavelength filtering,by the 2 ns. rise- 
time-high gain photomultiplier;the output- 
pulse voltage of the latter is displayed on 
the sampling scope which is manually adjusted 
to sample only at a time corresponding to the 
steady-state of the machine.This adjustment 
avoids transient beam-loading effects at high 
intensity currents. 

The resulting integrated signal forms the 
Y-input of the X-Y recorder.The X-axis is dri- 
ven by the analog output of the swept phase of 
the fourth klystron and represents relative 
beam energy with respect to the fixed maximum 
energy.During the measurement,the output of 
the toroidal current transformer is permanent- 
ly controlled on a conventional scope. 

tiuw(:w 
IC-TIBP SPctIOE3 lR*NoioiWR r.R.,nOh7TDR / 

I WJnTROI, RDCI” I 

I 
I 

L-m-------------- ---- 1 

F-fgure3: Tnstrumentation used in the measu- 
rement of the y-dependence of transition 
radiati.on. 

Results 

Figure 4 shows the angular distribution 
of the "backward " transition radiatfon emit- 

ted by a single vacuum-aluminum interface in- 
clined 45' to the beam direction when a good 
resolution is used and when the analyzing mir- 
ror is scanned in the plane containing the 
beam axis and the normal to the boundary. 

1 

-20 -10 0 70 20 d al.*' 
li&xre 4:"Backward" rr-ldiation pa tern 

photons/ electron/ ifi 
0(,=0.5 m rs.d. 
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The angular distance of the maxima was measured about 3mm 
on a number of similar patterns recorded at 
different values of a0 and drawing chords for 
better accuracy in the determination of these 
maxima.The extrapolation at vanishingly small 
angle3 a0 and the comparison of the obtained 
value of y to the value given by the conventio- 
nal momentum measurement lead to the conclusion 
that the energy could be measured by this tech- 
nique with a precision better than 36. 

The experimental " backward"radiation 
yield in the investiga$ed wavelength region 
(from 2500 up to 6000 A ) and for an aluminum 
boundary is shown on figure 5. 

Figure 6a 
foils giving the actual size of the electron 
beam) y=125;1=13mA;pulse width=+s;frequency = 
500 Hz;time exposure =0.25 s;film sensitivity= 
3000 Asa. 

I 
2000 3000 4000 5wo x IN 

Figure 5 : Absolute VT backward" radiation 
yield from an aluminum boundary +==45'; y=125 

Rere,the radiation was tntegrated in a 
cone with apex angle cio =3 y- . The shape of 
this spectrum demonstrate the general property 
of a A-'dependence.(We recall that,following 
Garibyan's theory,the forward emission spec- 
trum extends in the X-rag region up to a cut- 
off frequency WC= yw P ,where w p is the plas- 

ma frequency of the medium). Thi.s property 
agrees very well with the wavelength dependen- 
ce predicted by transition radiation theory 
since the reflectance of aluminum in this wave- 
length range is practically constant (* 90$). 

integration over h gives an overall ra- 
diation yield of about 10 nW per PA of inci- 
dent electrons. 

Another characteristic property of tran- 
sif;on radiation -which was emphasized in refe- 
renceg and 5 is that the radiation yield in- 
creases but logarithmically with y provided 
a0 Y >i. 

F-I pure 6a is the photographic :mage of 
the electron-Irradiated foils and shows the 
actual size of the electron beam since the ma- 
gnification was just equal to unity,as was a- 
bove mentfoned. The two foilsarrangment was 
used here in order to avoid the registration 
of the cathode light,snd the radiation was in- 
tegrated over all angles of em%ssion.Moreover, 
the beam profile was recorded using the two 
crossed slits (defining an aperture of lmm* ) 
and photomultiplier detection.From this regis- 
trat!on,the beam d?ameter was estimated to 

at half intensity. 

Figure 6b shows the image of the electron- 
irradiated foils displayed on the T.V. scope 
(55850 type vidicon tube) and the illuminated 
reference cross located in the image plane of 
the foils.This spot was still visible at a 
mean intensity of about 1Ona . 

Figure 6b : Image of the electron-irradiated 
foils displayed on the T.V. scope. 

Two-foilsarranglpent (L=25.5mm); y=125;1=13mA; 
pulse width =2ps;frequency=500 Hz; 

In order to check the possibilities of 
this system as a current-monitor at low inten- 
sities,a study was made using the electrons 
produced by field emission in the RF couplfng 
device of the first accelerating sectSon.These 
electrons are further accelerated and radiate 
when they cross the foils. 

The output pulse voltage of the photomul- 
tiplier is shown on fi.gure 7. 

Figure7 : Low- intens?ty current monitoring. 
(56 DLWP photomultiplier with 1800 ff bias) 
horizontal:500 ns/cm;vertical:50 mV/ cm. 

The peak intensity of th;s field emiss!on 
current was measured starting with higher in- 
tensity currents monitored by the toroidal 
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current transformer,and adjusting the atten=- 
tion factor of a set of opt5cs.l attenuators in 
order to obtain the same output pulse voltage. 
This procedure gave a peak intensity of about 
0.4,kA.It was still. possible to record the 
beam profile in this situation and the beam 
diameter was estimated to about 12 mm.at half 
intensity. 

In the case of two-parallel foils arran- 
gement in which the distance L is much grea- 
ter than 2Ay2, i.e.when the interference order 
at the center of the pattern is not too small, 
one can observe a substantial number of frin- 
ges of equal inclination .Figure 8 shows the 
photographic registration of the interference 
pattern jn the case where pc = 0.76. 

Figure8 : Interference pattern obtained 
with the two-parallel foils arrangement 

Foil l:Aluminum-coated mylnr 3.5 m thick 
Foil 11 :Alum:n -coated uartz 0.4r~1 thick 
L :13.5!m; v/ :45 

LP ; At 4390 2 ;a;s:l40 1 ;y:131.9 
T:lj mA;pulse width:1.5/s;frequency:62.5 Hz; 
T!ime exposure:2min;polaroid f4l.m sens'tivity: 
3000hS3. 

The fringes cotid ~130 be observed using 
the technique of the sc3nn;n); m'rror and pho- 
tonult'plier detec:ion of the light integra- 
ted in a smull aperture of the di.aphragm.In 
.Zil03: of our appl;catqons,this versatile tech- 
nique was prefcred to the photographic regis- 

tration which is more t;me-consuming. 
Ihe ?ngulnr radii corresponding to the 

successive mnxisa x T4 and minima E m were maw- 

red and ,;ave an e:., _ rpellent zgrecment with the 
theoretical values dcducen from ejua;ion ( 

T: was ,a.lso obnervel that integration 
over 3 L:arge angle gave a r3diat:on y;eld 
whi :h w,as,to withqn s. fen percents,t:iice the 
radia,i;ion yield g;ven by 3 s:n,c;;ie foil. 

On the other hand,the inten3ity of l’ght 
at the center of the patt.zm,integrated in 3 
given snsll aperture,has intsreuting proper- 
ties related to i :,.; y-dependence. 

3:,-arc 3 show:; the 
tens';y 32r3us 

levolut:on of thgs in 
y.Che m:lx;ma :~nd minima cor- 

respond res>ectivelg to constructive and des- 
tructive interference. 

2 
1 .N. 

y v 
CJ x 

70 100 430 
F;gure 9: y-dependence of the relative inten- 

sity of light at the center of the pattern for 
the two-foils arrpgement. 
Lt9.9 mn;A:4530 A ;AA:l90 ~;cx, ~2.8 mrad. 

The most remarkable behavfour of this 
registered pattern is the increased dependence 
of intensity on y,as compared with the case of 
the single foil.From figure 9,it can be seen 
that,for certain ranges of y,a v:lriat+on of 
16 in y gives a correspondi.ng variation of a- 
bout &3$ in the sipal. 

k straightforward appli cat Ion of this 
strong y-dependence WRS the optimization of 
the phase adjustment of the electron bunches 
in the accelerating sections.For 3 1,UA accele- 
rated mean current .,thjs adjustment was achie- 
ved in the range * 2 of the RF phase shif- 
ter. 

The first minimum (pc= 1) was extrapola- 
ted to vanishingly small apertures and the 'oa- 
lue of y obtained was in excellent agreement 
with theory(theoretica1 value y=104.5;experi- 
mental y =105.5 ),It can then be suggested 
that a device using interference phenomena in 
transition radiation could be a simple tool 
for energy measurements ui:h a prec;sion of 
about 14. 

i;,mre 10 shoirs the manifestat;on of 
the strong y-dependence on the output pulse 
voltage of the photomultiplier. 

l mv 

QS. 

IL 

i 

i 

I I 

---I 

I I i .Af 
0 a25 95 OJ5 1 P* 

Fi,;ilre IO: 1:j.g Xi,; ;i:4530 s; ;A>:130 ;; ; 
%I ~2.8 mrad ;T :I.33 mii 
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The rapid decrease after the rise-time 
is related to the transient beam loading ef- 
fect. 

The visibil'tg of fringes is a fungt1on 
of Ahand4y but also Of Cab7 and <as > 

which accout for the angular spread of the 
beam and the multiple scatiering when it tra- 
verses the fi.rst foj.l.The former parameters 
vere determined and injected into a computing 
program.The latter,which are more important, 
uere determined by theory when a centered 
Gaussian distribution for the angle of the 
electrons emerging from the first foi.1 was ta- 
ken into account. 

Experiments were made using successive- 
ly different calibrated thicknesses for the 
first foil,using for instance a stack of one, 
two or three identical aluminum foils 0.75pm 
thick. 

Resolving equation of the form 

da; > tn ./a: > = CT* ,where n is the 

number of pilled-up foils and the#r.m.s. an- 
gle in the Gaussian distribution giving the 
best fit between experiment and theory,yield 
the following values at y=140 : 

=0.3 mrad and daz>‘/2 =0.7mra*m 
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